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14 MANAGEMENT CHRONICLES
THE MYTH OF 100% UTILIZATION • by Johanna Rothman
Too many managers believe in the myth of 100% utilization—the belief that 
every single technical person must be fully utilized every single minute of 
every single day. This leaves no time for innovation, no time for serendipi-
tous thinking, no time for exploration, and it often leads to a less successful 
organization.
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Holding Pattern

What do you do when you are stuck trying to decide the best course of 

action on a project that just went terribly wrong? Do you forge on, because 

you are the “some action is better than inaction” type, or do you step back, 

take a deep breath, and wait for a message from the project gods to guide your 

next move?

There is no right answer. And there is no guarantee that one approach will yield the same results the next 

time. Lee Copeland’s Technically Speaking column, “Controlled Flight into Terrain,” has two examples of cases 

where entering into a holding pattern had drastically different outcomes. Your project crisis might not be as 

safety critical as the examples in Lee’s article, but the lesson is a valuable one that everyone can heed.

 

Also in this issue, Jason Arbon continues to turn quality upside down in his article “Traditional Test Engineer-

ing, Your Days Are Numbered.” Jason picks up where James Whittaker left off in the last issue and discusses 

the research and engineering required to turn the ideas in part one into new tools and processes.

For the managers, Johanna Rothman sheds some light on “The Myth of 100% Utilization.” Think you have to 

keep team members completely occupied all day, every day to get your money’s worth? You might actually be 

hurting productivity.

Steve Berczuk’s “Agile Code for Agile Teams” explains how agile code and technical practices can be lever-

aged throughout the product lifecycle to keep your team agile.

As always, I hope you enjoy this issue of Better Software magazine. Send me an email to let me know how 

you’ve put the ideas to work on your latest projects.

Happy reading,

hshanholtzer@sqe.com

Editor’s Note
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Denver, CO for Portland, OR with 189 persons on board. Ap-
proaching Portland, the first officer, who was flying the air-
craft, requested the wing flaps be extended to fifteen degrees 
and the landing gear lowered. The captain complied with both 
requests. As the landing gear was lowered, both pilots heard 
a loud noise and felt a severe jolt. The aircraft yawed to the 
right. However, the “nose gear down” light was green. The 
crew put the plane into a holding pattern over the ocean, and 
for the next twenty-three minutes, the flight crew discussed 
and performed emergency and precautionary procedures to as-
sure that all landing gear were locked in the full down posi-
tion. The aircraft continued to circle within twenty miles of the 

airport. Thirty-four minutes after 
the “jolt,” the first officer asked the 
flight engineer, “How much fuel we 
got?” He responded, “Five thou-
sand [pounds].” The first officer 
acknowledged his response. Mean-
while, the flight crew continued to 
have discussions about the landing 
gear. Four minutes later, the captain 
asked how much fuel they would 
have left after fifteen more minutes 
of holding. The flight engineer re-

sponded, “Not enough, fifteen minutes is gonna really run us 
low on fuel here.” 

Sixteen minutes later, the first officer told the captain, 
“We’re going to lose an engine.” The captain replied, “Why?” 
The first officer replied, “Fuel.” The captain repeated his ques-
tion, and the first officer repeated his answer. Finally, sixty-one 
minutes after the indication of a potential problem, the first of-
ficer called Portland Tower, “United 173 heavy, Mayday. We’re 
… the engines are flaming out. We’re going down. We’re not 
going to be able to make the airport.” The plane ran out of fuel 
and crashed, killing ten and injuring twenty-four people.

While entering a holding pattern can allow us to gather 
additional project information, we must remember that we 
cannot hold forever. Holding consumes valuable resources. 
When dealing with a problem, don’t allow your attention to 
be so channeled that it pushes other concerns aside. In this ex-
ample, at no time did any of the crew translate “pounds of fuel 
remaining” into “minutes of flying remaining.” Make someone 
responsible to call out the project’s vital signs. Remember, you 
have the ethical responsibility to speak up. Vague hints about 
project status don’t always get the job done. Your job is to keep 
the main thing the main thing. {end}

Just for fun, I often browse the shelves of the local university 
library looking for something that catches my eye. Recently, 
an interesting book jumped off the shelf and into my hands 
(perhaps its bright pink and orange cover helped). Controlling 
Pilot Error: Controlled Flight Into Terrain by Daryl Smith is 
about poor decisions made by pilots under extreme pressure. 

After reading “A controlled flight into terrain (CFIT) is an 
accident in which an otherwise serviceable aircraft, under the 
control of the crew, is flown unintentionally into terrain, ob-
stacles, or water, with no prior awareness on the part of the 
crew of the impending collision,” it occurred to me that if you 
substitute “serviceable project” for “serviceable aircraft,” you 
have a description of many software 
project disasters.

Consider this example: “We were 
preparing for the approach at Belize 
City. Small thunderstorms were in 
the area. There was no moon, no 
approach lighting system, and no 
visual approach slope indicator due 
to an outage on the ground. There 
were no surrounding lights and it 
was very dark. At 5 miles inbound 
rain started falling heavily. We had 
the runway in sight … We were at 350 ft. Suddenly we were 
at 240 ft. We saw that we were low and both the captain and I 
pushed the power up to max. As the aircraft accelerated we felt 
an impact and a loud thump. The lighting was so poor at Belize 
that we decided not to make another approach so we diverted 
to Merida. Immediately after our landing and parking at the 
gate, we conducted a post-flight inspection. We saw a leading 
edge wing slat dented from a tree strike and tree branches stuck 
in the landing gear.”

These pilots felt strong pressures to land: the importance of 
doing their job, meeting their commitments, and not seeming 
to be incompetent. However, when the situation deteriorated, 
they had another option—they could have entered a holding 
pattern. Often just waiting a few minutes can allow uncertain-
ties to clear. Sometimes we need to do that with our projects—
wait for a while until additional information becomes avail-
able. Generally, executing “the plan” is not more important 
than your organization’s success. You can always do a mental 
cost-benefit analysis. What’s the cost if you wait? What’s the 
benefit of pressing on? What’s the cost if you fail?

Here’s another example, this one with tragic consequences. 
On December 28, 1978, United Airlines flight 173 departed 

Technically Speaking

“…if you substitute 

‘serviceable project’ for 

‘serviceable aircraft,’ you have 

a description of many software 

project disasters.”
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Controlled Flight into Terrain
Entering a holding pattern on a project sometimes buys you time to figure 

things out. Other times, it buys you a crash landing.

by Lee Copeland | lcopeland@sqe.com
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A manager took me aside at a recent engagement. “You know, 
Johanna, there’s something I just don’t understand about this 
agile thing. It sure doesn’t look like everyone is being used at 
100 percent.”

“And what if they aren’t being used at 100 percent? Is that 
a problem for you?”

“Heck, yes. I’m paying their 
salaries! I want to know I’m getting 
their full value for what I’m paying 
them!”

“What if I told you you were 
probably getting more value than 
what you were paying, maybe one 
and a half to twice as much? Would 
you be happy with that?”

The manager calmed down, then turned to me and said, 
“How do you know?”

I smiled, and said, “That’s a different conversation.”
Too many managers believe in the myth of 100 percent utili-

zation. That’s the belief that every single technical person must 
be fully utilized every single minute of every single day. The 
problem with this myth is that there is no time for innovation, 
no time for serendipitous thinking, no time for exploration.

And, worse, there’s gridlock. With 100 percent utilization, 
the very people you need on one project are already partially 

committed on another project. You can’t get together for a 
meeting. You can’t have a phone call. You can’t even respond 
to email in a reasonable time. Why? Because you’re late re-
sponding to the other interrupts.

How Did We Get Here?
Back in the early days of com-

puting, machines were orders of 
magnitude more expensive than pro-
grammers, as shown in figure 1. In 
the 1970s, when I started working 
as a developer, companies could pay 
highly experienced programmers 
about $50,000 per year. You could 
pay those of us just out of school 

less than $15,000 per year, and we thought we were making 
huge sums of money. In contrast, companies either rented ma-
chines for many multiples of tens of thousands of dollars per 
year or bought them for millions. You can see that the scales of 
salaries to machine cost are not even close to equivalent.

When computers were that expensive, we utilized every 
second of machine time. We signed up for computer time. We 
desk-checked our work. We held design reviews and code re-
views. We received minutes of computer time—yes, our jobs were 
often restricted to a minute of CPU time. If you wanted more 
time, you signed up for after-hours time, such as 2 a.m. to 4 a.m.

Realize that computer time was not the only expensive 
part of computing. Memory was expensive. Back in these old 
days, we had 256 bytes of memory and programmed in as-
sembly language code. We had one page of code. If you had 
a routine that was longer than one page, you branched at the 
end of a page to another page that had room that you had to 
swap in. (Yes, often by hand. And, no, I am not nostalgic for 
the old days at all!)

In the late ‘70s and the ‘80s, minicomputers helped bring 
the money scales of pay and computer price closer. But it 
wasn’t until minicomputers really came down in price and 
PCs started to dominate the market that the price of a de-
veloper became so much more expensive than the price of a 
computer. By then, many people thought it was cheaper for a 
developer to spend time one-on-one with the computer, not in 
design reviews or in code reviews, or discussing the architec-
ture with others.

In the ‘90s, even as the prices of computers, disks, and 
memory fell, and as programmers and testers became more 
expensive, it was clear to some of us that software develop-

Management Chronicles

“Because we are human, we are 

unable to perfectly write out 

what’s in our memory, and we 

imperfectly swap back in.”

The Myth of 100% Utilization
The problem with the myth of 100% utilization is that it often leads to a 

less successful organization.

by Johanna Rothman | jr@jrothman.com

Figure 1
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ment was more collaborative than just a developer one on 
one with his computer. That’s why  Watts Humphrey and the 
Software Engineering Institute gained such traction during 
the ‘90s. Not because people liked heavyweight processes, 
but because, especially with a serial lifecycle, you had to do 
something to make system development more successful. 
And, many managers were stuck in 100 percent utilization 
thinking. Remember, it hadn’t been that long since 100 per-
cent utilization meant something significant.

Now, remember what it means when a computer is fully 
utilized and it’s a single-process machine: It can do only one 
thing at a time. It can’t service any interrupts. It can’t respond 
to any keystrokes. It can’t update its status. It can only keep 
processing until it’s done.

Now, if the program is well behaved, and is not I/O bound, 
or memory bound, or CPU bound, and is a single-user, single-
process machine, such as a personal calculator that only adds, 
subtracts, multiplies, and divides, that’s probably fine. But as 
soon as you add another user to the mix, or another process, 
you are in trouble. (Or, if the program is not well behaved and 
does not finish properly, you are in trouble.)

And that’s what we have with modern computers. Modern 
computers are multi-process machines.

With multi-process machines, if a computer is fully utilized, 
you have thrashing, and potential gridlock. Think of a highway 
at rush hour with no one moving; that’s a highway at 100 per-
cent utilization. We don’t want highways at 100 percent utiliza-
tion. We don’t want current computers at 100 percent utiliza-
tion either. If your computer gets to about 50 to 75 percent 
utilization, it feels slow. And, computers utilized at higher than 
85 percent have unpredictable performance. Their throughput 
is unpredictable, and you can’t tell what’s going to happen.

Unfortunately, that’s precisely the same problem for people.

Why 100% Utilization Doesn’t Work for 
People

Now, think of a human being. When we are at 100 percent 
utilization, we have no slack time at all. We run from one task 
or interrupt to another, not thinking. There are at least two 
things wrong with this picture: the inevitable multitasking 
and the not thinking.

We don’t actually multitask at all; we fast-switch. And we 
are not like computers that, when they switch, write a perfect 
copy of what’s in memory to disk and are able to read that 
back in again when it’s time to swap that back in. Because 
we are human, we are unable to perfectly write out what’s 
in our memory, and we imperfectly swap back in. So, there 
is a context switch cost in the swapping, because we have to 
remember what we were thinking of when we swapped out. 
And that takes time.

So, there is a context switch in the time it takes us to swap out 
and swap back in. All of that time and imperfection adds up. And, 
because we are human, we do not perfectly allocate our time first 
to one task and then to another. If we have three tasks, we don’t 
allocate 33 percent to each; we spend as much time as we please 
on each—assuming we are spending 33 percent on each.

Management Chronicles

Now, let me address the not-thinking part of 100 percent 
utilization. What if you want people to consider working in 
a new way? If you have them working at 100 percent utili-
zation, will they? Not a chance. They can’t consider it; they 
have no time.

So you get people performing their jobs by rote, servicing 
their interrupts in the best way they know how, doing as little 
as possible, doing enough to get by. They are not thinking of 
ways to improve. They are not thinking ways to help others. 
They are not thinking of ways to innovate. They are thinking, 
“How the heck can I get out from under this mountain of 
work?” It’s horrible for them, for the product, and for ev-
eryone they encounter.

When you ask people to work at 100 percent utilization, 
you get much less work out of them than when you plan for 
them to perform roughly six hours of technical work a day. 
People need time to read email, go to the occasional meeting, 
take bio breaks, have spirited discussions about the architec-
ture or the coffee or something else. But if you plan for a good 
chunk of work in the morning and a couple of good chunks of 
work in the afternoon and keep the meetings to a minimum, 
technical people have done their fair share of work.

If you work in a meeting-happy organization, you can’t 
plan on six hours of technical work; you have to plan on less. 
You’re wasting people’s time with meetings.

But no matter what, if you plan on 100 percent utilization, 
you get much less done in the organization, you create a terrible 
environment for work, and, you create an environment of no 
innovation. That doesn’t sound like a recipe for success does it?

Agile and Lean Make the Myth 
Transparent

Agile and lean don’t make 100 percent utilization go away; 
they make the myth transparent. By making sure that all the 
work goes into a backlog, they help management and the 
teams see what everyone is supposed to be working on and 
how impossible that is. That’s the good news.

Once everyone can visualize the work, you can decide 
what to do about it. Maybe some of the work is really part of 
a roadmap, not part of this iteration’s work. Maybe some of 
the work is part of another project that should be postponed 
for another iteration. That’s great—that’s managing the 
project portfolio. Maybe some of the work should be done 
by someone, but not by this team. That’s great—that’s an im-
pediment that a manager of some stripe needs to manage.

No matter what you do, you can’t do anything until you 
see the work. As long as you visualize the work in its entirety, 
you can manage it.

Remember, no one can do anything if you are 100 percent 
utilized. If you want to provide full value for your organiza-
tion, you need to be “utilized” at about 50 to 60 percent. Be-
cause a mind, any mind, is a terrible thing to waste. {end}

This article originally appeared on TechWell.com. 
Visit http://well.tc/Myth14-3 to post comments and questions 
for Johanna.



Getting out of the office and taking a walk is 

one of the best ways for me to break out of 

whatever thinking pattern was getting me stuck 

and come up with new ideas. Often, I get the 

best ideas when I'm not thinking of the problem 

at hand. And while I find listening to music or 

podcasts sometimes helps me think when in the 

office, my slump-clearing walks are best done 

without any background, save for what's in the 

neighborhood. And, if nothing else, I'm getting 

some exercise!

–Steve Berczuk

What "tools" do you use to help you 
overcome a slump during your workday?

When I need a quick reset during the workday, I often head for coffee with a 

friend at work.  Starbucks is good, but the dark chocolate mocha at Tully's in 

the Bing.com building next door usually does the trick.

–Jason Arbon

Slow preparation of strong 

cappuccino is my preference 

for staying awake. Beside the 

"coffee injection," this also allows 

me to spend some time with my 

colleagues and stay up to date 

with many daily issues.

–Yoram Mizrachi

I take a coffee break with my friends or play ping pong 

or foosball with office colleagues. It rejuvenates and 

helps me in bonding with employees, resulting in a 

happy work environment. 

–Mukesh Sharma

When I find myself in a slump, I usually play a 

game of some kind on my computer or phone. 

I like the pattern-matching type of games—

Bejeweled or Mahjong. Sometimes, I play timed 

versions, which wake up my brain. Even picking 

up my Sudoku book will trigger my brain 

functions in a different way.

–Janet Gregory

Author recommended books, blogs, gadgets, websites, and other tools for building better software
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Paul Poutanen
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From One Expert to Another

The way it works is not simple, especially when 

looking at international SMS routing. There are 

over 1,000 carriers and network operators in the 

world.

SMS is considered ubiquitous 

in the mobile space, and the only 

standard digital app that can be 

found on any device. It is also 

extremely popular: According 

to Wikipedia, approximately 2.4 

billion handset users use SMS.

This process of getting an SMS 

to the end handset is dynamic. 

SMS aggregators may change 

their routes every day, meaning 

a message that was successful 

when sent in the morning may not 

work in the afternoon.

Every device that is used for 

platform testing is controlled by a 

human. If something goes wrong, 

they can troubleshoot and bring 

their own devices back online.

It is incredibly difficult to try to 

replicate what is out there in the 

world without enormous cost. 

An SMS service provider has to 

purchase messages from different 

brokers in different countries.

Since the SMS market is 

international and complex, I’m not 

aware of any formal governance 

around this system. If you are a 

company depending on SMS in 

various companies, you may be 

getting different SMS products 

when you purchase the same 

package from a broker next time.

SMS testing depends on testing 

a lot of platforms (a combination 

of a handset, carrier, and 

country). Testing only within your 

organization won’t tell you much, 

unless you have offices in many 

locations where your services 

need to be used.

hybrid cloud
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public cloud
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Bringing hybrid 
development and 
deployment to 
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platform to lead the industry shift to hybrid 
cloud development and deployment. Learn 
how an Enterprise Cloud Development 
solution can enable:
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•	 Compliance and visibility

Download the free white paper:  
www.collab.net/ecd

5 Steps your 
Dev Team 
should know

For the full interview, visit
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When we test messages, we confirm that 

SMS messages make it to a particular country and 

carrier by utilizing testers who use that carrier 

in that country. The test is simple. It’s binary. It’s a 

pass or fail. Did the SMS make it or not?
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StickyNotes for keys to deciding whether a test should be au-
tomated or manual in an agile world. In a continuous engi-
neering environment, it is even more difficult to decide when 
and where to automate your testing. Automation used to be 
done during “breathers” in between ship cycles or deliber-
ately aligned with engineering work in a waterfall schedule. 
In today’s world, developers and testers alike need to be very 
frugal and decisive about when and where to add tests. 

Test Plans
The days of the test plan are numbered. Agile and quick 

engineering cycles often mean a lot less product planning—the 
same should happen for testing. In fact, every minute spent 
planning testing activities is time not spent testing a product 
that is continually going out the door. Testers should drop the 
comfortable and slow process of documentation around test 
plans. What should guide testing isn’t the completion of a list 
of tests written a month or more ago. The tests likely passed 
the last time you ran them, and they likely will pass again. 
What matters is testing the most dangerous and risky part of 
the product at any given time. Test that until something else 
worries the team more. New features are often more risky, 
but it is more likely there is still risk debt hidden in an older 
feature. Agile testing usually focuses only on the latest fea-
tures and only until the next iteration with its new features 
and changes. Continually updated heatmaps are a quick and 
easy way to track risk, help focus testing energy, and avoid 
the documentation process of traditional test plans. 

Attributes-components-capabilities (ACC) is the process of 
breaking down the project into a grid of the attributes that 
the team and the customers would like the product to have 
and the software components that are important, and then 
listing the product capabilities (features) that lie at the inter-
action of goals and implementation. Now, assign a risk value 
to each square. Testing should always be focused on the most 
dangerous, “red” areas. 

The ACC process can be done in a spreadsheet, on a 
napkin, or with a web tool that does coloration automagi-
cally. The key is that it can be done in less than thirty min-
utes and can be updated in minutes with each new feature or 
product change. 

Regression Testing 
The days of the regression test pass are numbered. Test 

continually. Drop the lists of hundreds or thousands of 
canned test cases that usually pass anyway. Instead, perform 
exploratory testing driven by the risk matrix. Produce dif-
ferent builds for different levels of risk tolerance and “bake 
time.” Build the infrastructure to automatically and immedi-
ately deploy the latest builds to the developers. The Android 
test team does this: If developers produce a bad build, it’s 
likely that the call they make on the way home will fail. This 
means the developers are more likely to check in good code 
with some testing. After a few days of baking with the en-
gineering team, share these builds with ever-larger and less-
risk-tolerant customers. If you don’t have friends or a beta 
community, you can leverage the growing communities of 

O
ur brave new world of agile, mobile, and continuous  
engineering is leaving traditional test engineering in 
the dust. As test engineers, we need to rethink the 
entire approach to software quality and engineer 

our way back into today’s world. Our users and customers 
are already suffering because we haven’t adapted. 

Part one of this article (March/April 2012) discussed how 
many test teams have responded to the time pressure of agile 
by shifting their focus to early cycle unit and “small” tests, 
which are faster or more easily automated. In this shift to 
agile, late cycle or manual testing efforts are often dropped 
or, worse, the program management and development teams 
embrace agile and continuous practices, but the old world re-
gression test cycle is left hanging around like an archaic ritual 
that adds a few days or weeks to an engineering process that 
wants to be continuous.

Agile and continuous testing offer the ability to maintain 
quality standards in the face of continuous deployments. 
Without continuous testing, defects slip into the released bi-
naries and are often caught by end-users. The emerging mo-
bile, web, and desktop application markets that host your 
apps amplify the visibility of these faults. The markets are 
forums for comments on quality that can deter potential new 
users with reviews pointing to crashes, performance, usability, 
and functional issues and are very visible to other users and 
your own engineering team. Every continuous build must be 
matched with continuous testing or the product risks poor 
market comments and ratings, which affect user perception, 
downloads, and even the morale of your engineering team.  
Agile and continuous testing are critical to maintain quality 
in today’s world of agile, mobile, and continual engineering. 

The test engineering recommendations that follow as-
sume that the development team is well on its way to best 
agile practices, such as strong Unit+ test coverage and con-
tinuous builds and deployment, and that the development 
team assumes accountability for quality. Unit+ tests are a 
strong set of unit tests with multi-component and interface 
validation automation in addition to standard unit testing 
scope. Without these, the team cannot be agile with respect to 
quality and backlogs of work. If the developers are not adding 
unit tests with every check in, it is an incredibly expensive and 
slow way to develop products. Most important is the notion 
that developers are accountable for quality. Many avoid this 
responsibility, but if they take on that role, they will add the 
unit test coverage, avoid buggy code, and ensure testability 
is designed into the product. (For details, see the book How 
Google Tests Software. [1]) Assuming the development team 
is on its way toward this model, let’s look at how late cycle 
testing must adapt.

Take a closer look at the bugs reported for your favorite 
app in the iTunes store or in Google Play marketplace. How 
many users complain about failed unit tests? Not many. They 
either don’t care or the small tests are doing their job. Users 
complain about basic issues of installing on their particular 
device, crashes or hangs while using the app, performance, 
pricing, usability, or design. Small, automated tests don’t 
catch these things; test engineers and early users do. See the 
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crowd testers for a dollar or two. When a build comes out at 
midnight or on a Friday evening, don’t let the build sit around 
untested. Deploy it to the team and send it out to the crowd—
they actually have more capacity on weekends and evenings 
to find and report bugs. Given the importance of deployment 
in an agile world, if the application or infrastructure doesn’t 
have a quick way to deploy, roll back, and monitor these dif-
ferent builds, test and quality engineers should build it before 
adding any tests. 

Textual Bug Filing and Triage
The days of bug filing and manually determining priority 

are numbered. The time it takes to manually enter into a text 
form the exact details of the system state, actual results, and 
expected results hasn’t changed in a decade. How long does it 
take humans to read, understand, and judge the severity of an 
issue from text? The better bugs have pictures attached, but 
this is an extra step that still doesn’t tell us anything about the 
actual state of the application. Bug filing and feedback from 
users are moving to a point-and-click exercise, where text is 
optional and software automatically gathers most of the rel-
evant application state, images, and videos and even knows 
what test case is executing. Some even generate replay scripts 
so the reproduction steps can be played back on the developer’s 
machine. These also render the known bugs in context—no 
more crafting a query outside of the application under test and 
hoping the testers use the same words the other bug filer used. 
Show bug data in context within the application and make it 
point-and-click easy to see existing bugs and file new ones.

Bug and Work Item Backlogs
The days of large bug and work item databases are num-

bered. A key to being agile is keeping the number of bugs and 
work items to a minimum. When it comes to tracking bugs 
or requested feature work, a valid agile response is “Don’t.” 
Really. Jason Fried of 37signals.com said it best in his book 
Rework: “There is no need for a spreadsheet, database, or 
filing system. The requests that really matter are the ones you 
will hear over and over again … your customers will be your 
memory … If there is a request that you keep forgetting, that’s 
a sign that it isn’t very important. The really important stuff 
doesn’t go away.” [2]

Fix bugs as soon as the team sees them. Any amount of 
bug debt is a drag on morale and speed, and it enables de-
velopers to do the wrong thing, which is add more code. If 
there are bad bugs in the code, the team shouldn’t release 
the builds. If a bug is “difficult,” team members shouldn’t 
defer it. They should investigate and debug, not add new fea-
tures. Customer and feature requests shouldn’t be added to a 
backlog, either.   

If the team needs a database to hold and support complex 
bug queries on lists or work items, the team is likely only 
feigning agile engineering processes. Agile teams are moving 
toward smaller, single-page punch lists of work items for the 
entire team, either on a whiteboard or in a simple shared doc-
ument with bullets. Large engineering teams that have created 
hierarchal scrum review meetings to review bugs and work 

items are not truly agile, they often are just too nervous to 
defer judgment to the individual teams or they lack the mod-
ular code, tests, and deployment features to move into the 
agile world.  More often than not, these hierarchal teams are 
missing out on the benefits of agile. 

Test Case Databases
The days of test case databases are numbered. Much like 

bugs and work item databases, they are a sign of non-agile 
practices in an agile world. If testing is based on risk anal-
ysis and is dependent on what new features are added to the 
project this day or this week, the team will know what and 
where to test. Having a small, vague list of exploratory tactics, 
such as a set of exploratory testing tours, can be handy, but 
these lists are small and don’t require a full-blown database. 
Even spreadsheets are good enough for the testing of many 
of Google’s web apps, as they let many folks log pass/fail in 
the cells next to simple “areas for testing.” As for queries on 
the test cases, test case counts mean nothing to the customer; 
they are the least valuable of all project metrics. In my time at 
Google, I witnessed the dismantling of two test case database 
efforts. Smart test engineers always want to build them, but 
agile teams just don’t use them. If the team really needs to 
plot the history of pass/fails for a product, the team by defini-
tion isn’t in an agile environment, and the team is living in the 
past. Keep the trees green, tests passing, and the bugs fixed. 

Release Management 
The days of release managers are numbered. The pro-

gram management and technical leads on the project should 
continually assess the quality of the product (with risk input 
from the test engineers). They are accountable for quality. The 
builds should always go out, but features should be easily 
disabled until they are ready for prime time. Facebook engi-
neering follows this basic practice, as do many web and client 
projects at Google. It is OK to have code in the product that 
isn’t yet ready; the only question is when it will be turned on 
for users to see. If the product doesn’t have these mechanics, 
engineer them into the product to support agile practices and 
continual deployment.

Team Structure
The days of large, dedicated, onsite test teams are num-

bered. Welcome users and the crowd into the engineering 
process. Today, most teams dedicate headcount to onsite test 
engineers. These engineers are there regardless of whether and 
when they are needed. These engineers get bored and lose 
their objectivity seeing the same product day in and day out—
they can only truly represent a first-time user once! They also 
place a cap on testing bandwidth and throughput, as there 
are only so many of them. Many smaller companies now reap 
the benefits of having a virtual, crowdsourced testing team. 
Much like VMWare and Amazon virtualized our test lab ma-
chines, the virtualization of our test teams is happening with 
very similar benefits. While working on Google Chrome, we 
passed the same manual test cases we once passed to our five-
person, dedicated manual test team to a virtualized testing 
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the incoming bugs. Onsite testers or PMs integrate the bug 
data from crowd testers with the rest of the engineering team 
during standups. Virtual test teams are here.

Some say test engineering’s days are numbered—but really, 
it’s many of our rusty tools whose days are numbered. This 
leap takes a little bit of risk, an engineering mindset, and will-
ingness to trust early adopters and the crowd with our bits. 
Not every option above is a perfect fit for every situation, but 
the closer your team can get to these best practices, the more 
your team, product, and customer will reap the benefits of 
agile and continual engineering. If we don’t engineer late cycle 
testing value into our agile tools and processes, our products 
and customers will suffer from products that pass every unit 
test but fail for the user. {end}

jarbon@gmail.com

team at uTest.com.  This virtual test team enabled us to ex-
ecute tests more quickly as we could spin up ten, twenty, or 
more testers when we needed a test pass to complete quickly. 
And we could spin them back down when we didn’t need 
testing. This virtualization of the testing team also proved 
less expensive than dedicated resources for the same task. A 
side benefit was that they found bugs that our onsite testers in 
the lab just couldn’t find, because their machine state was “in 
the wild,” with user accounts on various sites across the web, 
different perspectives of quality, and fresh eyes. Just as with 
Amazon web services, the management of these virtual test 
resources was simply done via web page. 

Crowdsourcing is becoming more sophisticated than onsite 
test management. Crowd testers are rated on every bug, every 
project, and every test case by the engineering team. They are 
even rated based on fit for different types of testing. These 
crowd testers can be “pinned” to the project so they are like 
virtual team members or cycled out at will to get new perspec-
tives and machine contexts and experience. Most importantly, 
these testers are closer to the real users and can test on real-
world machines, account states, and from mobile locations. 
The number of dedicated onsite testers should be kept small. 
They shouldn’t be testing; they should be managing the crowd 
for any regression and exploratory testing. Some startups 
have no on-site testers, simply a program manager (PM) who 
directs the crowd testers at companies such as uTest.com. 
These PMs often spend only an hour a day communicating 
the latest changes in the continuous builds and reviewing 
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There are two closely related aspects to a team’s being agile:  
1) planning or project management, and 2) execution or engineering 
practices. When people think about agile projects, the focus is often 
either on the planning and project management process or the engi-
neering practices. It’s important to understand that both aspects work 
together. This article discusses how the way you execute your engi-
neering practices can help your agile process be effective.

Agile Basics
Agile methods acknowledge uncertainty and manage it with techniques that rely 

on transparency, inspection, and adaptation, with an emphasis on working software. 
Agile projects allow teams to adjust goals in response to technical issues or changes in 
current needs or future technical or market forces.

Some agile methods, such as XP, focus on technical practices. Others, such as 
Scrum, focus on project management practices. Both planning and execution are nec-
essary for an agile approach to work. Good planning makes it easier to execute in an 
agile way. Agile plans can only be effective if the team follows good engineering prac-
tices that give you the feedback that you need to inspect and evaluate and a codebase 
that will allow you to adapt.

To understand how engineering practices can drive improvements in the agility of 
your team, you need to understand the cultural challenges of being agile, and some 
basics of agile planning.

Cultural Challenges
Agile is about incremental progress and continuous improvement. To become a 

better agile team, you need to acknowledge uncertainty and the possibility of failure. 
In many teams, this is hard to do. Getting good feedback requires changes in how you 
define requirements, develop features, and interact with others in your organization.

Defining requirements with precise-enough definition to show whether you have 
met the goal, while also maintaining enough simplicity that you can move from speci-
fication to development quickly, can be challenging. Developing, maintaining working 
code, and coding and designing in a way that allows for incremental development 
and continual feedback require new approaches and skills. Change, learning, and ac-
cepting and giving feedback are often difficult.

Agile Planning
“Agile planning” means enough planning to move forward and measure progress. 

Agile requirements are focused on delivering functionality to users and start with 
three things:
•	 A	user,	who	has	a	business	need
•	 A	feature,	which	is	what	the	system	will	do
•	 A	goal,	which	is	reason	the	user	wants	to	do	the	task

While many teams can develop lists of features, the user and end-goal parts of the 
story are often missing. The user and his goal are the most difficult parts to express 
but also the most important.

Having a clear statement of a goal allows you to decide what implementation will 
satisfy the core need and to evaluate whether the story is even necessary to implement. 
Since implementing features that do not have a clear use is wasteful, removing items 
from the backlog can be a major efficiency gain for a team.

Tracking and Defining Done
Tracking progress on a frequent basis is an important way to identify problems. 

Agile teams measure progress by continually re-evaluating the amount of work re-
maining, rather than effort spent or “percent complete.”

Even when the product owner has a clear vision, teams often struggle with defining 
what needs to be built in a way that can be evaluated. Tests pass or fail, and builds 
are successful or not, but it’s more difficult to determine if the test is testing the right 
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thing. Deciding whether a team has completed a story may al-
ways have a subjective element, but you can make it easier if 
you have a good sense of what “done” means.

With an agile approach, some degree of consensus on how 
to evaluate completeness is critical. Without a good under-
standing of what a complete story is, the team cannot estimate 
accurately and, thus, cannot set expectations. Not being able 
to set expectations can cause a breakdown in trust between 
the team and the product owner. Without trust, it’s harder for 
management to accept the idea of self-organizing teams, thus 
negating the efficiency benefits this approach provides.

Quite often, even the product owner is unclear about what 
to ask for. In these cases, it’s best to make decisions and ac-
knowledge that you may be wrong rather than work with 
difficult-to-evaluate stories.

The developers on an agile project can contribute to 
project success in the face of uncertainty by working towards 
maintaining agile code.

Agile Code
Understanding the needs of the agile planning process, 

we can now talk about how engineering practices meet the 
needs of agile methods and drive them when they are lacking. 
Regardless of the agility of your product backlog, to be an 
agile team you need agile code. Agile code is code that you 
can change while still being able to deliver working software 
on a regular basis.

Agile code can be maintained by a combination of good 
design and having practices in place that provide constant 
feedback on the state of your code so that you can detect 
problems as soon as they occur. These practices include:
•	 Automated unit and integration tests in combination 

with continuous integration, to provide immediate 
feedback on the effects of a change to the code

•	 Refactoring and continually improving the structure of 
code while maintaining functionality

•	 Frequent deployments to a production-like environ-
ment to identify issues before they can cause a last-
minute emergency and to make the application visible 
to stakeholders

By maintaining code in a working state and in a state 
where it is easier to change, you make it possible for the team 
to implement changes to a product backlog that a product 
owner might ask for.

While technical practices such as refactoring, design, 
and testing are essential to a successful agile project, avoid 
having purely technical tasks on the product backlog. Rather, 
consider how doing these tasks furthers the progress of the 
project. When working on backlog items, always consider ef-
fort required to refactor, design, and so forth as part of the 
estimate, since delivering code that can sustain change is es-
sential to agile success.

Delivery and Deployment
Working software is the measure of progress in an agile 

project, but “working” means more than just “can demo” 
or even “compiles and passes automated tests.” Software 

isn’t useful and stakeholders cannot provide useful feedback 
on it until it can run on the target environment. Also, to be 
“done,” you need to address differences between a develop-
ment system and a production-like one. There are two steps 
to building code in a way that supports an agile approach: 
developing in vertical slices and deploying early and often to a 
target environment.

The vertical slices approach is to develop end-to-end fea-
tures, from the user interface (UI) through whatever backend 
systems are involved. Rather than focusing on the data model 
or the UI or application tier, building end-to end (though less 
rich) solutions has advantages. Users can see the application 
do something. A “data model,” while important, is not easy 
to demonstrate. The team can validate the interactions be-
tween layers and make changes to make work at other layers 
easier, thus minimizing unnecessary rework. UI implementa-
tion can be influenced by decisions made at the data layer, 
for example, and vice versa. The team and product owners 
can understand what features are truly necessary and have a 
better sense of what to defer if something is late.

Make your application available on a target system early 
and verify the deployment and installation process often. This 
will give you an early opportunity to identify decisions that 
will simplify the deployment and configuration process.

The Agile Team
To be able to implement in vertical slices and be efficient, 

agile teams are often composed of generalizing specialists. 
Generalizing specialists can work on multiple aspects of the 
system, though they have expertise in a particular area. This 
means that all work that touches the UI is not blocked if your 
UI developer is overly busy. It also allows a first-pass, end-to-
end implementation by a single developer. As a generalizing 
specialist, you are not abandoning the idea that there are no 
“experts,” but you are encouraging team members to learn 
about and work with other aspects of the code. Having such 
a cross-functional team not only reduces bottlenecks in the 
development process but can also improve code quality by 
increasing the number of people who work with—and thus 
implicitly review—code.

Agile Code at the Center
To be successful at agile, you need to consider the en-

tire product lifecycle, from planning to execution. You also 
need to be very aware of the challenges that the difference 
in approach will present to teams that have a different initial 
mindset. In many ways, implementing agile technical prac-
tices may present less resistance than planning practices, and, 
as long as your organization wants to be more agile, working 
on the technical practices can help identify the other bottle-
necks to agile. {end}

steve@berczuk.com
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This article originally appeared on TechWell.com. 
Visit http://well.tc/14-3AgileCode to post comments and 
questions for Steve.
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H
ere today, gone tomorrow” is probably the best way to characterize the pace of change 
in the mobile market. In fact, many of today’s popular handsets and tablets become 
outdated and irrelevant in a few months. The mobile market is extremely dynamic, un-
predictable, and fragmented. The numerous operating systems and plethora of platform 

versions, networks, hardware, and form factors make it challenging to maintain application quality.

The OS Challenge
New devices contain the latest or near-latest OS versions, and they usually automatically upgrade 

to the newest available version. There are no guarantees that an application developed according 
to an older OS version will function properly with a new version; enterprises have no choice but to 
conform to this pace and continually develop and test version updates for their applications.

For example, in January 2011, Android 2.2 OS version was leading approximately half of the 
Android mobile market. A few months later, Android 2.3.3 took its place. By March 2012, Android 
2.3.3 had reached more than half of the Android mobile market and is projected to take over the 
market.

This is one example of the many competing platforms available. For a better understanding of 
the market dynamics, this example should be multiplied by the number of available platforms in-
cluding iOS, Android, BlackBerry, and Windows Phone. 

Figure 1 shows the usage growth rate of the top five worldwide mobile operating systems. You 
can see how the mobile market fluctuates with no defined leader or standards.

Adapting the Software Development Cycle to Mobile
Mobile application testing simply cannot be served by the traditional development and QA cycle. 

As stressed previously, the market is extremely dynamic and unpredictable. A tremendous number 
of customers will instantly adopt newly released mobile devices and OS versions and connect right 
away to applications and websites. Although an organization may not be prepared to introduce an 
updated application version, users expect nothing less than a flawless user experience.

In the mobile market, the risk accumulated between product releases is much greater than in 
traditional software. This is because the market changes are much faster. For example, when devel-
oping a traditional web application, such as online banking, the chances that the IE browser version 
will change within the six-month development cycle is unlikely. In mobile, the leading devices and 
OS versions are likely to change within this six-month timeframe. This leaves companies no choice 
but to accelerate the release cycle in order to limit risk exposure, as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 1: Top five worldwide smartphone vendors, 1Q 2012 (Source: IDC)



When developing and testing for mobile, short development 
cycles and continuous QA accommodate the rapid market 
changes. The two factors measuring the market gap are: what 
users want (such as new features and functionalities) and what 
the market offers (such as devices, browsers, and processing 
power). Increasing the timeframe between versions will in-
crease the application response gap to the market needs. Short-
ening the release cycle allows a quicker reaction to market 
needs. The gap between market requirements is larger because 
of changes to the current and introduction of new technologies 
and platforms. Shortening this requirements gap will shorten 
the development cycle, which will require releasing application 
updates more frequently. This message is a very powerful one 
for successful mobile applications: Choosing not to quickly re-
lease update versions will make an application irrelevant. 
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Interoperability and Compatibility 
Figure 3 depicts the shift in testing from traditional to mo-

bile development. The orange highlights show all of the areas 
affected by mobile. In short, all traditional development ac-
tivities have remained, and new activities such as interoper-
ability and compatibility (porting) have been added.

Interoperability is a completely new mobile phenomenon. 
Browsers do not receive phone calls, but phones do. Similar de-
vice events, such as an SMS, can occur at any moment, causing 
unexpected interrupts to a running application or transaction. 
For example, an online purchase can be interrupted by an in-
coming call or dropped because of Wi-Fi issues.

Traditional software developers have the luxury of as-
suming all PCs are basically the same, regardless of the manu-
facturer, CPU, and memory. In mobile, no such assumption 
can be made. The differences between devices are too great and 
cannot be ignored. Therefore, compatibility, also known as 
porting, is added to the development cycle to validate applica-
tion and content compatibility, performance, and user experi-
ence across devices. In response to the array of available de-
vices, mobile applications undergo a porting process, which is 
required to validate that the same application is working as it 
should on devices that are available in the market and not only 
reference devices. This process is an endless one as there are 
one to two new devices launched daily. This creates several dif-
ferent versions of the application with respect to each device.

Selecting a Mobile Testing Solution
When selecting a mobile testing solution, consider the fol-

lowing “ACE” selection criteria:
Automation: Mobile test automation enables a short-

ened application lifecycle management (ALM) cycle, in-
creases coverage, facilitates re-creation of problems, and 
saves costs.

Cloud-based platform: Cloud-based access to real hand-
sets located in live networks allows you to avoid the hassle 
and costs of procuring and managing new devices, while fa-
cilitating distributed teams collaboration.

Existing ALM Resources: Extending the current ALM 
framework to support mobile testing enables leveraging of 
existing tools, processes, and knowledge. 

Automated Testing Is a Must!
To deliver a short development cycle, the QA timeframe 

must be shortened. This is a major shift in the delivery concept. 
As development cycles become shorter over time, the 

need for automation in regression testing has turned from 
“nice to have” into mandatory, particularly when using agile 
or iterative development methodologies. For agile method-
ology to work correctly, ensure that the already-developed 
components continue to work and that they are not exposed 
to defects that can be introduced in the new sprint. For this, 
regression testing is essential. Without automation, this task 
cannot be complete as it will take too much time and will 
not cover sufficient areas in the developed application and 
service. By automating the functional and regression testing 
of mobile applications, it is possible to shorten the time-

Figure 2: Shorter mobile development cycles reduce risk. Every release 
closes the gap from existing requirements (Source: Perfecto Mobile)

Figure 3: Testing activities by phase–software QA vs. mobile QA (Source: 
Perfecto Mobile)



•	 Target	network	availability
•	 Avoidance	 of	 complicated	 and	 costly	 device	 logistics	

and procurement

Best practices for mobile testing indicate the need to access 
between thirty and forty fully functional devices. To keep up 
with the market dynamics, an estimated ten devices will have 
to be replaced each quarter. The number of supported devices 
will grow significantly within the first year of introducing the 
mobile application to the market. Managing the logistics of 
these handsets within the different geographical locations is 
challenging, to say the least. A cloud-based solution allows 
an enterprise to avoid the hassle and costs of procuring and 
managing new devices. 

Purchasing devices and having them on the desk of the 
developer pose security issues, as these devices tend to dis-
appear, and it limits access to only one physical location. To 
meet enterprise security standards, it is essential that mobile 
application testing be performed on secure devices that can 
only be accessed by the organization. A dedicated cloud of 
devices ensures that the required devices are always available 
for testing and that applications in the development process 
are always secure. This private cloud should be configurable 
to comply with the organization’s security policies, including 
firewall requirements and other needs.

To address market dynamics, mobile applications need to 
be developed and tested on multiple platforms. For this reason, 
it is important to identify between six and eight devices to 
run rigorous nightly sanity and regression testing. To achieve 

frame and provide an accurate application state snapshot.
Automation allows more tests to be performed on more 

devices in less time and reduces the requirements gap. The re-
sult is a shortened and systematic ALM cycle that allows for 
continuous QA, better coverage, easier re-creation of prob-
lems, and substantial cost savings.

Do not underestimate the complexity of launching mobile 
applications. It is common to experience a cycle of over-opti-
mism following development on the first platform, followed 
by disillusionment when difficulties are encountered once the 
second platform and associated devices are added to the mix. 
The realities of an extremely dynamic market require a well-
planned and methodical approach.

In light of this fragmentation, You should adopt a device-
agnostic testing approach that allows writing test scripts once 
and then reusing them on multiple platforms. Script automation 
should support low-level functionalities, such as key and screen 
press, as well as logical abstraction, such as a login, that are not 
dependent on a particular device or platform.   

Contrary to some beliefs, automation is an enabler for 
success and not a cost-reduction tool in testing. Automating 
testing also enables the use of a single testing script across 
many devices. 

The Cloud-based Solution 
As a whole, a cloud-based approach enables:
•	 Globally	distributed	teams	to	share	devices	during	live	

sessions
•	 Meeting	enterprise	security	and	control	requirements

Figure 4: HP QuickTest Professional UI with MobileCloud extension "MobileCloud for QTP" (Source QTP/Perfecto Mobile)
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GET A TESTING 
RESULT YOUR
CEO WILL LOVE.

Learn more 
now at 

www.astqb.org

YOUR
LOVE.

Your CEO will love you when you show them 
how you can achieve an outstanding testing 

ROI with ISTQB Software Tester Certifi cation.

With the average cost of a software defect in the range 
of $4,000 – $5,000[1], if ISTQB Certifi cation helps your 
tester eliminate even just one defect, the result is 
nothing less than, well, loveable: an ROI of up to 2000%.

ISTQB Software Tester Certifi cation is the most widely 
recognized and fastest-growing software tester 
certifi cation in both the U.S. and the world. Discover 
how ISTQB certifi cation can pay for itself in a matter 
of days: That’s a testing result any CEO will love.

Want an even better ROI?  
Take advantage of our new 
Volume Purchase Program.  

[1] Capers Jones, “A Short History Of The Cost Per Defect Metric”, Randall Rice, 
“The Value of ISTQB Certifi cation”

a better representation of the market, extend testing to cover 
approximately twelve major devices during the QA phase. Per-
form the bulk of the functional and regression testing against 
these devices. Automation in both of these phases is critical 
to allow the release of new applications and functionality to 
market in a timely fashion. Lastly, market devices representing 
the current mobile market trends should be included. Between 
thirty and forty devices are necessary during this last phase. 
These should cover approximately 90 percent of the target 
market. Approximately 30 percent of the market devices will 
need to be replaced each quarter to account for the introduc-
tion of new devices to the market. This is necessary to stay 
aligned with the market.

Leverage the Existing ALM Environment
Although traditional software and mobile testing are di-

verse, it is certainly beneficial to continue using existing 
testing tools and knowledge readily available within the orga-
nization. Companies around the world invest more than $50 
billion per year on application testing and quality assurance 
[1]. Rather than “re-inventing the wheel,” it is significantly 
more effective to utilize existing ALM processes and tools 
such as a management console, business-logic and high-level 
scripts, and scripting languages.

Using a system that extends rather than just integrates 
with the existing platform is a cost-efficient and time-saving 
approach. Figure 4 is an example mobile ALM tool extension. 

The Mobile Cloud for Quick Test Pro-
fessional is an integrated single environ-
ment, extending the existing HP ALM to 
include mobile. Testers can use this to de-
velop and execute scripts using a familiar 
environment. 

Summary
Offering an attractive application that 

remains relevant and available across de-
vices is a challenge that can be overcome 
by embracing automation, using a cloud-
based platform, and utilizing existing 
ALM tools. Keep in mind that, even with 
all these challenges, mobile is one of the 
most exciting technological advance-
ments available today. Although this is 
the eye of the storm, it is also the center 
of technology. {end}

For more on the following 
topic go to: 

www.StickyMinds.com/bettersoftware.
n	 References
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Product Announcements

Testsuite Version 7.4.0
AUSTRIA—TRICENTIS has announced the release of 
TOSCA Testsuite 7.4.0. This new version was developed 
in concert with client requirements for improved software 
quality and optimized operability. The TOSCA model-
based approach marks a paradigm shift in automated 
testing, empowering non-technical users to quickly create 
automated business test cases in plain English and con-
figure them for multiple operating systems, browsers, and 
smart devices.

Key features include:
•	 Business	 test	 cases:	 Within	 complex	 system	 environ-

ments, not all business process actions will run with 
one pass. Whenever there is a business necessity to 
allow the interruption of test case execution in prede-
termined positions, you would choose to create a busi-
ness test case consisting of elementary test cases. Un-
like other systems, TOSCA provides execution results 
(green lights for complete and red lights for incom-
plete) both on the layers of the atomic and the business 
test case. The result is a significant reduction of the 
maintenance effort and potential failures in defining 
and executing business process chains.

•	 The	Inner	Value	of	test	cases:	With	the	unique	concept	
of Inner Values, we are now able to provide test cov-
erage information for each and every test case. This 

makes an exact measurement of test coverage possible, 
which is the basis for test coverage improvement.

tricentis.com

qTrace 
DUBLIN, CA—QASymphony has announced the launch of 
qTrace, an easy-to-use defect-capture tool for bug discovery 
that provides insight into how software is used. qTrace cap-
tures all steps, screens, and system information associated 
with a defect along with out-of-the-box integration enabling 
the user to submit the defect trace to any bug tracking system 
of choice. 

qTrace benefits include:
•	 Ease	of	use:	With	qTrace,	testers	use	simple	point-and	

click commands to start recordings, modify records, 
and publish reports.

•	 Automation:	 qTrace	 automates	 the	 capture	 of	 com-
plete bug reports—including the steps that precipitated 
the defect’s occurrence. Testers can easily add details or 
modify the record, or just move forward with submit-
ting a ticket.

•	 Seamless	 integration:	 Through	 its	 integration	 with	
leading bug-tracking tools, qTrace enables testers to 
create new defect records and submit complete details
into a bug-tracking tool with a single mouse click. 
qTrace also provides an API that allows custom inte-
gration with any defect-tracking tool.

•	 Defect	 reporting	quality	 improvement:	By	eliminating	
a lot of manual, error-prone efforts, qTrace helps im-
prove the accuracy and specificity of defect descrip-
tions.

•	 Productivity	boost:	With	qTrace,	teams	can	spend	less	
time on documentation and more time on testing. Con-
sequently, testers get better at what’s most important: 
validating functionality. qTrace helps turn even novice 
testers into proficient testing experts.

•	 Product	 development	 acceleration:	 With	 qTrace,	 ap-
plication development teams can speed QA cycles, en-
hance collaboration, and provide better information to 
development, so the organization can more quickly get 
quality products to market.

qasymphony.comw

GUIdancer 6.0 and Jubula 1.2
GERMANY—BREDEX has announced the release of GUI-
dancer 6.0 and Jubula 1.2. The new versions contain addi-
tional features to make test result reporting and analysis more 
comfortable, so that test results are easier to integrate into the 
development process.

Both GUIdancer and Jubula now show detailed informa-
tion about test duration and test data in their test result re-
ports. GUIdancer also comes with a new web dashboard so Professional, Continuing, and 
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that test results can be analyzed in the browser. GUIdancer 
users will also be able to create entries in bug-tracking sys-
tems directly from test result reports within GUIdancer.

Alongside the new features for test analysis, both tools 
also offer new functions in the following areas:

Test data: There is a new option available for entering test 
data: functions. Mathematical and date functions are avail-
able out of the box, and new functions can be added via an 
extension mechanism. In addition, the assistance for finding 
and correcting missing test data has been improved.

Usability: The new versions now allow the creation of cat-
egories in the Test Suite Browser and the Central Data Sets 
Editor so that larger projects remain easy to navigate. A new 
“Save as new Test Case” option also simplifies the creation of 
new Test Cases from existing ones.

Test metrics: GUIdancer and Jubula both contain a new 
metrics framework that can be used to show project data. 
Various elements in the project can be counted, the percent 
usage of action types can be calculated, and redundant hierar-
chies can be displayed.

bredexsw.com

Start-up License
SWEDEN—Hansoft has announced that Start-up License for 
up to nine users is now available at no cost, making it possible 
for small teams to get access to best-of-breed project manage-
ment software.

The Start-up License will allow small teams to use Hansoft 
at an early stage to get a better start and a more stable ground 
for expansion. Hansoft Start-up License, available for teams 
up to nine users, includes the complete Hansoft solution, as 
well as full access to the online forum where support and best 
practices questions can be addressed.

hansoft.se

Polarion QA for Quality Management
ALAMEDA, CA—Polarion Software has launched Polarion 
QA for Quality Management. Polarion QA puts the focus on 
test case management, allowing manual or automated test 
results from any source to be easily consolidated and linked 
with any work item of a project including requirements, de-
sign specifications, baselines, builds, or DevOps.

The increased efficiency, improved collaboration, and 
streamlined process delivered by Polarion QA will allow soft-
ware development teams to accelerate R&D cycles and de-
liver highly consistent QA results. Traceability of test results is 
guaranteed at any point in time—through approvals, to task 
assignments, defects, to code changes. Polarion QA has the 
unique benefit of analyzing, tracing, prioritizing, and commu-
nicating test results all under a common change management 
umbrella, within one browser-based user interface.

polarion.com
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by Janet Gregory

Do I Need to Program to be a 
Tester on an Agile Team?
More and more job postings for testers on agile teams include technical experience as part 
of the requirements. This excerpt from Elisabeth Hendrickson’s blog shows results from an 
informal survey: 

Of the 164 listings, 102 jobs say they require knowledge of at least one programming 
language, and 38 jobs indicate coding is nice to have. That’s 140 out of 164, or 85.37% 
of the sample. That’s an even higher percentage than last year. It’s difficult to say if the 
5% uptick represents a real increase in demand, but at the very least it’s fair to say that 
demand for testers who code remains high. (testobsessed.com/blog/2011/12/23/2nd-
annual-qatest-job-posting-study/)

I did a quick search of job listings and found some of the required qualifications include: 
•	 Comfortable	with	tools	like	Fit,	Selenium,	SoapUI,	and	WATIR
•	 Experience	with	Ruby	(Rspec,	Cucumber,	LoadRunner,	JMeter,	and	Selenium)
•	 Experience	with	relational	databases	(MySQL,	MS	SQL,	and	Oracle);	ability	to	read	

and write SQL queries
•	 Knowledge	of	UNIX	shell	scripting

In my small sampling, I didn’t really find any job listings that asked for testers to write 
code, but I believe my definition and Elisabeth’s differ slightly. I consider writing code to 
mean writing production code, and most teams that I’ve worked with do not have testers 
writing production code. In my experience, I find that testers who have programming skills 
put them to use writing automation fixtures or scripts to assist in the automation effort. This 
matches what I see in most recruitment postings.

I was at the Perspectives on Software Testing workshop in March 2012, and one of the 
discussions that generated a great deal of energy was about the necessary technical expertise 
for a tester. A number of participants didn’t consider themselves to have technical expertise 
because they didn’t program. When we started listing what that meant, we discovered they 
actually knew more than they gave themselves credit for. One example was being able to 
write SQL queries or examining the database. Another tester told a story of how she caught a 
design problem based on the tests she carried out.

Lynn McKee (qualityperspectives.ca) requires “technical awareness” from the testers she 
hires. I think that is a great phrase to describe what testers need. For example, if you want to 
be able to collaborate with programmers in automation, a tester should have technical knowl-
edge of the system under test to know where to isolate or mock something for automation. 
On agile teams, we test stories in isolation, and the tests necessary to verify that story may 
not be through the user interface. We need to be prepared to think of alternatives that are of 
a more technical nature. Scripting languages are fairly simple to learn and give testers another 
tool for their toolkit. 

These types of technical skills do not require hardcore programming skills. However, I 
think that to be current and valuable, testers should expand their knowledge and develop an 
understanding of the language of the system under test, if only to know the risks associated 
with that language and to be able to collaborate with the programmers on their team with 
greater credibility.

janet@agiletester.com



that has a busy schedule but also employees who must take 
time way from their packed projects to prepare for these meet-
ings. The respect for each other’s time and the value reaped 
from these meetings will soon become driving factors that help 
convene these sessions regularly.

Some additional things managers can learn from these ses-
sions include:

•	 How	 motivated	 is	 the	 individual,	
and can you get a sense of his happi-
ness quotient as your employee?

•	 What	 is	 going	 well,	 what	 can	 be	
done better, pain points, challenges 
from project and work environment 
standpoints

•	 The	individual’s	potential	and	readi-
ness to step into a bigger role

•	 Input	 about	 the	 client	 on	 whose	
project the mentor is working 

You soon will see in the mentor com-
munity not just a sense of pride but 

also the commitment to delve into the details of the discussion 
topic, given that they are mentoring the senior management 
team. This program provides excellent learning potential for 
the mentors—not just in their technical skills but also to groom 
their communication, presentation, and articulation skills.

As a senior person in your company, this is an excellent 
opportunity for you to subtly help the mentor think big and 
outside the box. Asking questions about trends and examples 
related to his topic will help him think strategically and add 
more value in his client assignments. Help the mentor cap-
ture topics of interest to the community at large in print form, 
which you then can use in your company’s blogs, white pa-
pers, case studies, and conference material. This helps the 
company establish itself as a thought leader in its domain and 
provides an avenue for objective career progression for your 
employees. These contributions should be taken into account 
in the annual performance appraisal, helping provide tangible 
returns to those in the mentor community who have gone be-
yond their call of duty.

Here are two concrete examples where reverse mentoring 

Career Development
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Leverage Reverse Mentoring to 
Positively Impact Your Organization
Employees' mentoring senior managers not only teaches the 

managers new skills it also builds the mentors' confidence and 

communication acumen.

by Mukesh Sharma | mukesh@qainfotech.net

When I started QA InfoTech in 2003, my goal was twofold: 
To help my clients build quality products to meet and exceed 
end-user expectations, and to internally build a quality orga-
nization founded on a core team of motivated individuals.

In my humble opinion, the first objective is accomplished 
more easily than the second. Since setting this goal, my man-
agement team and I have taken on as one of our key result 
areas the task of building this intan-
gible yet indispensable “human” asset.

One technique we have used is the 
“reverse mentoring” program: a pro-
gram where managers are mentored by 
employees who work for them directly 
or indirectly. You may already be doing 
this with skip-level meetings (meetings 
with employees who work in your or-
ganization but do not directly report 
to you), smaller group-level trainings, 
etc. We have formalized this mentoring 
technique to create a win-win situation 
for both our employee base and the 
company. Here’s a look at how we have conceptualized and 
implemented reverse mentoring in a generic form that most  
organizations can leverage.

Adopt a push-pull mechanism where senior management  
sends out a company-wide email soliciting reverse mentoring 
on specific topics. These can include technical and software 
testing topics or anything else that is core to your company’s 
DNA. An open invitation can be extended to the company at 
large, asking employees to reach out to specific people from 
the management team and invite them to a presentation on a 
relevant and interesting topic. Such a pull mechanism makes 
the program successful because the employees volunteer to 
be mentors, and it helps identify driven and motivated indi-
viduals. Giving employees the freedom to choose the topic also 
helps bring out their best—because the ideas are their own.

Often, reverse mentoring programs start off with a bang 
but are soon punted due to lack of time. Once team members 
understand the importance of this program, you will see them 
make room in their schedules for mentoring sessions. It is im-
portant to remember that it is not only senior management 

“You soon will see in the 

mentor community not 

just a sense of pride but 

also the commitment to 

delve into the details of 

the discussion topic…”
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If the mentors do have such feedback, use other modes and 
programs to share this feedback with the management. Once 
you build such objectivity into the program and a sense of 
trust has been established among all entities, including the 
mentor’s hierarchy of managers, the trust will be a guiding 
pillar in the program’s success. Although other meetings can 
be convened to encourage knowledge sharing, they do not 
reap all the benefits described above. While all hands and 
team meetings are valuable in their own right, implementing 
the reverse mentoring program with the specific goals out-
lined above offers its own unique benefits. 

In a nutshell, the goal of this program is to promote a 
positive impact to all entities—your management team, your 
employee base, the organization at large, and, indirectly, even 
your clients. The positive energy is viral, and you will be 
happy about how contagious it is! Reverse mentoring is not 
rocket science and can be easily replicated in any industry, do-
main, or organization regardless of scale. Gaining the support 
and trust of your entire organization will make this program 
withstand the test of time. With every passing year, you can 
continue to improve on it to make it even more meaningful 
and valuable to you and your organization. {end}
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has helped us expand our portfolio of offerings and, in some 
cases, even helped us be better corporate citizens:
•	 Our	 team	mentored	 us	 on	 the	 various	 techniques	 to	

adopt in accessibility testing, which gave us a chance 
to brainstorm various programs with team members. 
As a result, we have engaged visually impaired people 
to provide realistic accessibility feedback to our clients, 
which they are finding very useful. In addition to the 
product value this initiative provides, we are proud of 
creating job opportunities for the visually impaired in 
the software testing discipline.

•	 Our	 team’s	mentoring	 in	 the	 areas	of	 security	 testing	
and automated compatibility testing has forced us to 
invest more in these areas, including a focused R&D 
effort and a dedicated lab, which is empowering the 
team to perform better.

One may ask, “What are the challenges of implementing 
this program?” and “Can’t all of this be done at a project 
level or even an all-hands meeting?”

Like any other initiative, reverse mentoring is not free of 
implementation challenges. As a team, you need to be com-
mitted to succeed in this program and not to use the men-
toring meetings to whine or complain about other individuals. 

This article originally appeared on TechWell.com. 
Visit http://well.tc/14-3Leverage to post comments and ques-
tions for Mukesh.
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